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PHOTO TIPS



COMPOSITION
Before taking a shot you will need to spend time looking 
around a subject for the best angle or viewpoint. Keep 
your composition simple and use foreground objects to 
add depth and lead viewers into a scene. You could try 
using the Rule of Thirds to place your subject in dynamic 
and well balanced positions; it’s usually best not to 
place the subject in the centre of the frame unless there 
is strong symmetry. You can add scale and depth by 
framing your shots against trees, rocks or wildlife. It’s 
also worth looking for reflections which will add extra 
drama.

USE A TRIPOD
This helps you focus on composition and is especially useful in low 
light, where longer shutter speeds can result in blurred images.

PHOTOGRAPH 
SEASONS
Each season offers something different. Daffodils in spring, 
poppies in summer, golden tones in autumn and misty, frosty 
conditions in winter can help your images stand out.

SHOOT IN STORMS & UNUSUAL WEATHER
The most dramatic pictures are captured when the 
weather is stormy and unpredictable. Mist, fog, frost and 
snow can also add an eerie or seasonal atmosphere.

CLOSE UPS
As well as the wider shot you could look for details in the landscape; flowers, fungi, 
insects or shells can make interesting photos. Macro lenses are best for this but you 
can also use a telephoto lens. Try changing aperture values to blur backgrounds.

CAPTURE MOVEMENT
By using a slower shutter speed (and a neutral density filter in bright light) you 
can add extra drama. You could capture water movement, clouds travelling 
across a scene or crops blowing in the wind.

EDITING
If done well all good photos will benefit. Boosting contrast, sharpening and 
removing dust spots or flare will improve your images. It’s best to develop your 
own style instead of relying on effects built into software, but be careful of 
pushing it too far as it’s easy to spoil good work.

SHOOT AT SUNRISE OR SUNSET
Soft golden light, long shadows and changing sky colour mean you have a better chance of capturing stunning photos, but on it’s own 
the sun is often not a good picture. Find a landscape or features to compliment or frame it against, or use the light by photographing 
what the sun is illuminating. When pointing into the sun you’ll ideally need to use a graduated filter or the camera will struggle to 
expose for the dark land and bright sky.

The dyke leading into this scene adds depth, and mixed 
with the rule of thirds and a reflection adds impact.

The track in this barley field leads the eye to the tree 
which is on the upper right third.

The puddle and rocks add scale and a reflection, and 
all lead the eyes through the scene.

This image was taken on a windy evening using a neutral density filter and a shutter 
speed of over 2 minutes.


